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This session is designed to improve communication, focus the direction and ultimately improve the performance of the pathology team. Team development throughout the world does not receive the same focus as individual professional development. This session explores ways for the pathology team to develop and enable the business to work more efficiently and maximize its true potential.

- Delegates will experience improved communication within their Teams and have an understanding of Team dynamics.
- Delegates will be given the direction of how to resolves issues and conflict within the Team. They will also have a better understanding of the value of "Motivation".
- Delegates will be encouraged to measure their Team's development.
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Dr Joe McDermott/Team Building
Do you know your organisational Goals or Values?

**ADHB Goals:**
- Lift the health of people in Auckland City
- Live within our means
- Lead performance

**ADHB Values:**
- Integrity, Innovation, Respect, Effectiveness
Can you give an example of a successful Team?
How can we make a group of people a great Team?

- Members of the Team must have the skills and knowledge to complete their respective jobs
- All members must know the purpose of the Team
- The Team must listen to each other
- The Brief (Communication)
- Respect Attitude and Atmosphere are important
- Feedback and development of individual ideas to improve the product or service
- Motivation Motivation Motivation
Other ways we can reward our Teams

• Positive feedback (motivation) - This is almost as important as a financial reward
• This is not a one way process
• “Positive feedback is too important to stress overdoing it! An email, a public compliment or a phone call….Just do it!”

Team Building that gets results
Linda Eve Diamond and Harriet Diamond
Even more ways we can reward our Teams

- Flexibility
  Can you give an example?
- Stable job
  Is this important?
- Work atmosphere
  Do you work in a stable, informal, respectful environment?
- Follow up and feedback
  Does your supervisor let you know how you are doing?
How could we assess our Team's development?

- Measure performance - turn around times
- Increase in external revenue
- Staff retention
- Reduced conflict
- Employee satisfaction
- Reduced customer complaints
- Measure sick leave of the Team
- New developments from the Team
Where to from here?